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ABSTRACT

We demonstrate an optimization, denoted as polyhedral reuse analysis (PRA), that uses polyhedral methods to improve the analysis of in-place update for single-assignment arrays. The PRA optimization attempts to determine when parallel array operations that jointly define new arrays from existing ones can reuse the memory of the existing arrays, rather than creating new ones. Polyhedral representations and related dependency inference methods facilitate that analysis.

In the context of this optimisation using two non-trivial benchmarks evaluated on conventional shared memory machines and on GPUs, obtaining performance improvements of 2–8 times for LU Decomposition and of 2–10 times for Needleman-Wunsch, over the same computations with PRA disabled.

1. INTRODUCTION

Aggregate updates are a well-known problem in implementing efficient computations on large, aggregate data structures, such as arrays in functional languages. The side-effect-free nature of functional languages demands that all assignments, including those to aggregates, are single assignment. Consequently, successive array modifications, at least on a conceptual level, demand the creation of new arrays for every individual modification operation, even if the original and the modified array differ in one element only.

A significant amount of research has gone into attempts to eliminate or reduce this potential source of excessive copying and memory demand. The most effective techniques found thus far are based on advanced forms of reference counting. These techniques combine static analysis and code transformation with dynamic counters that maintain the number of active references to each individual use of every array. This knowledge enables the executing code to avoid memory allocations and copying, in almost all cases. In particular, successive modifications of one individual array can be identified, and then compiled into code of identical efficiency to its imperative counterpart.

While such reference-counting-based techniques suffice for update operations of individual array elements, the situation becomes more challenging when dealing with update operations that permit parallel updates of several elements of arrays. By parallel update, we mean update operations in which the semantics of the language does not impose any particular compute order for individual elements of the result array. For such parallel-update operations, memory reuse is a more complex problem. In many cases, increased potential for memory reuse can be gained by imposing a schedule restrictions on the compute order of the individual elements. In our environment, we are not willing to sacrifice any potential parallelism, as we want to target architectures, such as GPUs, that offer high-levels of parallelism with minimal overhead. Consequently, we are exclusively interested in analyses that identify memory-reuse potential, without restricting the compute order at all. i.e., the compiler has to ensure that sharing the memory between unmodified and modified arrays does not introduce undesired dependencies.

The Polyhedral Model is known for its ability to transform complex loop nests, as a way to improve the generated code in various ways, such as improving memory usage and locality of reference. Key to this ability is the systematic capture of data dependencies within loop nests, including alternative control paths governed by predicates. This paper shows how polyhedral methods can identify whether parallel updates of array elements can be done in place, without restricting potential execution schedules. We present this work in the context of the functional array programming language SaC (Single Assignment C), and we evaluate its impact on sequential execution for conventional shared-memory systems and for parallel execution on GPUs. We feel that this work applies equally well in an imperative setting, particularly when polyhedral techniques for code generation are used.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 expands on the problem of data-parallel update-in-place. It provides the necessary background in SaC, its data-parallel update operations and the basic reference counting technique that is used. Section 3 explains how we use a polyhedral representation for update-in-place analysis optimization. It sketches
the analysis algorithm and its implementation using existing polyhedral tools. Section 3 discusses the performance impact of this analysis on two benchmarks on conventional CPU-based systems and on highly parallel GPU systems. Section 4 relates our work to existing work; Section 5 summarizing the salient features and impact of our approach, and its potential relevance to domain-specific languages (DSL).

2. UPDATE-IN-PLACE CHALLENGE

The programming language SAC combines a Matlab-like array programming style with support for high-performance execution on parallel platforms, such as shared-memory multicore systems or GPU accelerated systems (see e.g. [18,19]). The transformation of high level, generic code in SAC into efficient, multi-threaded executables for various parallel platforms hinges, to a large degree, on the functional foundations of SAC. The side-effect-free setting of SAC guarantees that all data dependencies are explicit. Moreover, it lays the foundation for all concurrency being directly derivable.

However, a side-effect-free setting comes at a price: a fundamental challenge of that setting is that modification operations are forbidden. Instead, they are interpreted as the creation of new objects from existing ones, even though those objects may differ in only a few elements. Apparently imperative programs, such as this SAC code:

```sac
a = [1,1,1,1,1];
a[3] = 42;
return (a);
```

must, in fact, be considered as two variable definitions:

```sac
a = [1,1,1,1,1];
a' = modarray(a,[3],42);
return (a');
```

where the conceptually different arrays, a and a', are explicitly defined. When compiling such code for high-performance execution, it is paramount to find ways to project the allocation of a and a' into the same memory space and, thereby, to end up with a runtime update-in-place operation, in much the same way as a naive imperative interpretation of the above code would suggest. Key to being able to do this kind of optimisation is a sharing analysis of variables, to keep track of the number of references to a given data object. Advanced reference-counting techniques, such as those pioneered in the context of SISAL [5,10], and later refined in the context of SAC [10], deliver this information, in most cases, at compile time and in the few remaining cases, at runtime.

While these techniques suffice in the example given above, the situation becomes more involved when looking at data-parallel update operations that concurrently modify more than one element of an array. Consider a straightforward extension of the previous example to a two-dimensional case. In SAC, we can modify entire rows of a matrix by means of a single assignment:

```sac
a = [ [1,2,3],
     [4,5,6] ];
a[0] = [42,42,42];
return (a);
```

This replaces the entire first row of the initial 2 x 3 matrix a by a 3-element vector of values 42. As in the scalar case above, our compiler will identify that the second version of a, defined through the modarray operation, can, in fact, reuse the original matrix a, thereby saving a second allocation as well as the need to copy the array row values [4,5,6].

Things are more complicated when the values to be modified depend on existing entries in the same array. An example of this is an element-wise increment, such as:

```sac
a = [ [1,2,3],
     [4,5,6] ];
a[0] = [a[0,0]+1,a[0,1]+1,a[0,2]+1];
return (a);
```

This can reuse the memory of a, as all reads are local, i.e., it reads only from the same position that is to be modified. Now consider a slight variant of the previous example:

```sac
a = [ [1,2,3],
     [4,5,6] ];
a[0] = [a[0,2],a[0,1],a[0,0]];?
return (a);
```

In this example, we reverse the order of the elements of the first row. Here, the non-local read accesses in line 3 into the matrix a defined in line 1 inhibit a direct reuse of the memory of a. The only way to reuse the memory of a in this example would be to store the read values in an intermediate location before performing the in-place updates.

Interestingly, there are situations where we can do without intermediate storage, despite having non-local read accesses. Consider yet another slight modification of our example:

```sac
a = [ [1,2,3],
     [4,5,6] ];
a[0] = [a[1,2],a[1,1],a[1,0]];?
return (a);
```

The only difference from the previous example is that elements from the second row are placed in reversed order into the first row. The values for updates are read from an area of the argument arrays that is identical to the corresponding area of the result array, so no intermediate structure is needed to hold those elements.

From these few examples, we learn that, for memory reuse of parallel update operations: The ability to map the argument array a and the result array a into a single memory location depends on two things: As in the non-parallel, single-element-update case, it depends on the number and location of references to a. In addition, it depends on the index range which the parallel update reads from. If all those reads are local or fall into a region that remains unmodified, sharing the memory does not impose new dependencies.

Parallel array update functions in SAC are defined via its data-parallel construct, the with-loop, including the modarray operation seen in the above examples. With-loops define new arrays from existing ones, in a map-like, parallel fashion.

2.1 Running Example

Figure 4 gives a SAC running example with-loop in which a 60-element vector d is defined from vectors a, b, and c; Figure 3 shows an equivalent C version. The with-loop contains three different index ranges, with separate definitions. For the first 20 elements (indices 0 to 19), the values are copied from vector a; for the last 20 elements the values are copied from vector c. The 20 middle elements are alternately copied from b, or computed as a sum from one element of a, b, and c, as depicted at the bottom of Figure 4.

All with-loops are inherently data-parallel: their semantics guarantees that all elements of the result can be computed in parallel. Furthermore, single assignment semantics requires that the array d, defined here, cannot be referenced on the right-hand side of the assignment. The individual
3. POLYHEDRAL REUSE ANALYSIS

In the previous section, we identified that it is key to this optimisation to be able to analyse index spaces, their mappings through access functions and their intersections. The polyhedral model offers a concise and suitable representation for these aspects; it also comes with readily available tools for computing such mappings and intersections. We now show how we map our WITH-loops into the polyhedral setting, then we formulate our analysis in terms of such a polyhedral representation.

3.1 A Polyhedral Formulation

When switching to a polyhedral formulation, we map WITH-loops into an equivalent representation, with loops using explicit read and write accesses. Every WITH-loop represents a sequence of loop nestings of identical nesting depth, given by the length of the index vector ([I] in Figure 1). The number of subsequent nestings is given by the number of definitions within the WITH-loop. In our example we have three definitions ranging over 20 elements each. The innermost bodies of the nestings contain assignments to the result array at the corresponding position. The resulting representation of our example WITH-loop as standard FOR-loops is shown in Figure 2.

In general, the loop nests generated from WITH-loops have several invariants that stem from their semantics and that cannot be compromised even though WITH-loops can contain arbitrary SAC expressions, including conditionals, loops, or WITH-loops: The data-parallel nature of WITH-loops guarantees that all write accesses into a result array appear as the last operation within all loop nests. It is also guaranteed that the iteration space and the result array data space have a one-to-one correspondence, ensuring that every element is written to exactly once.

We first formalise our analysis requirements in terms of conventional loop representations. Since WITH-loops can be defined in a nested fashion, we distinguish between the local and global write accesses of each WITH-loop Wl represented by conventional loops: local write accesses refer to arrays defined inside the body of a Wl, whereas global ones refer to the result of the Wl itself. For our purposes, we are only interested in global write accesses, since they determine whether Wl can be performed in-place or not.

An in-place read of a WITH-loop is an array access $A[2v]$ which resides at the same loop level as a global write access $A'[2v]$. If array A is reused to be destructively updated by the WITH-loop, i.e., $A = A'$, both accesses will reference the same memory location during each iteration of the enclosing

Figure 1: Running example: vector $d = f(a, b, c)$

Figure 2: Running example in C.
with-loop nest, causing a loop-independent anti-dependence from \(A[Iv]\) to \(A'[Iv]\). However, since the write is always performed after the read, that dependence is guaranteed to be preserved, irrespective of the relative execution order of different iterations. Therefore, in-place reads can never prevent the reuse of their accessed arrays for in-place update. In Figure 2, the accesses in lines 4, 8, and 14 are all in-place reads since they are at the same loop levels and have the same index vectors as the respective global write accesses.

A copy assignment in a with-loop is of the form \(A[Iv] = A'[Iv]\) where \(A[Iv]\) is a global write access and \(A'[Iv]\) is an in-place read. Essentially, it performs data copying from \(A'\) to \(A\) in an element-wise manner. All three assignments with in-place reads in our example are of this nature.

With this nomenclature at hand, we can formulate our problem as follows:

An array \(A\) is a reuse candidate if the iteration spaces associated to all non-in-place reads from \(A\) map into iteration spaces of copy assignments with in-place reads from \(A\).

### 3.2 Identifying Reuse Candidates

A formalisation of the in-place update analysis is shown in Algorithm 1. Given a with-loop \(WI\), the algorithm infers the set of reuse candidates whose memory can be reused for destructive update by \(WI\). Each array assignment \(A[Iv]\) in \(WI\) is associated with an iteration vector \(I\) and a control path set \(CP\). \(I\) describes the polyhedron that \(Iv\) ranges over and \(CP\) is a normalised form of all predicates that dominate that particular array access. \(CP\) contains a set of lists of simple predicates, representing a disjunctive normal form of these predicates. \(CP\) may contain only one empty path if \(A[Iv]\) is not in any conditionals. Depending on the type of \(A[Iv]\), one of two different accessed data spaces is computed:

- If \(A[Iv]\) is a non-in-place read, the data space \(DS\) it reads under the enclosing with-loop and conditionals is computed. The total read data space of \(A\) (stored in table \(RDS\)) is then updated by taking its union with \(DS\). In-place reads are ignored, as they can never be reuse-preventing, as discussed previously.

- If \(A[Iv]\) is the global write access of a copy assignment \(A[Iv] = A'[Iv]\), the data space \(DS\) of \(A'\) copied by this assignment under the enclosing with-loops and conditionals is computed. The total copy data space of \(A'\) (stored in table \(CDS\)) is then updated by taking its union with \(DS\).

To compute \(DS\) for \(A[Iv]\), the index vector \(Iv\), iteration vector \(I\) and control path set \(CP\) of \(A[Iv]\) are passed to Algorithm 2, which analyses whether \(A[Iv]\) constitutes an affine access within the given iteration space and symbolic constants. That algorithm calls procedure Access_Analysis, which returns an array access function \(F\), represented by a suitable matrix, or NULL if an affine access cannot be determined.

If such a matrix \(F\) is found, we compute the relevant portion of the iteration domain by extending the affine description of the iteration domain with the constraints of the individual control paths. The impact of a particular control path in \(CP\) on the iteration vector is computed by a call to the Domain_Analysis procedure, resulting in a potentially restricted sub-domain \(ID\). Each of these sub-domains are then mapped into the array access domains by computing.

---

**Algorithm 1: In-place Update Analysis**

**Input:** A with-loop \(WI\) which the in-place update analysis is performed upon;

1. Let \(RDS\) be a (initially empty) table with pairs \((A \rightarrow RDS)\) where \(A\) is an array and \(RDS\) is its data space read by \(WI\);
2. Let \(CDS\) be a (initially empty) table with pairs \((A \rightarrow CDS)\) where \(A\) is an array and \(CDS\) is its data space copied by \(WI\);
3. Let the vector of symbolic constants referred to in \(WI\) be \(SC[Iv] = [sc_1 \ldots sc_m]\);
4. **foreach** \(A[Iv]\) in \(WI\) do
   5. Let \(I\) be the iteration vector associated with this access;
   6. Let \(CP\) be the set of control paths associated with this access;
   7. if \(A[Iv]\) is a non-in-place read access then
      8. \(Affine, DS \leftarrow Get_Data_Space(I, Iv, CP, SC[Iv])\);
      9. if \(Affine = True\) then
         10. \(RDS[A] \leftarrow RDS[A] \cup DS\);
      11. else
         12. **Terminate**;
   13. else if \(A[Iv]\) is the global write access in a copy assignment then
      14. Let \(A'[Iv]\) be the in-place read of this copy assignment;
      15. \(Affine, DS \leftarrow Get_Data_Space(I, Iv, CP, SC[Iv])\);
      16. if \(Affine = True\) then
         17. \(CDS[A'] \leftarrow CDS[A'] \cup DS\);
      18. else
         19. **Terminate**;
      20. else
         21. **Continue**;
5. **foreach** \(A\) with \((A \rightarrow CDS) \in CDS\) do
   22. if \(RDS[A] \subseteq CDS[A]\) then
      23. \(RC \leftarrow RC \cup \{A\}\);
**Output:** A set of arrays \(RC\) that can be reused for in-place update by \(WI\).
The result is the union of all such array access spaces under different control paths. After all array accesses in \( W_l \) have been examined, each entry \((A \rightarrow RDS)\) in table \( RDS \) represents the total data space of \( A \) that is read by \( W_l \), not including those accessed by in-place reads. Similarly, each entry \((A \rightarrow CDS)\) in table \( CDS \) represents the total data space of \( A \) that is copied by \( W_l \).

### 4. PERFORMANCE IMPACT

We evaluated the effectiveness of our polyhedral-model-based, update-in-place optimization using two benchmarks: \textit{LU Decomposition} and Needleman-Wunsch \cite{14}, generating sequential and CUDA codes, referred to here as SAC-SEQ and SAC-CUDA. Our experiments were conducted on two Linux64 2.635 platforms: The first system, dubbed C1060, comprises an earlier generation of GPU on a 2-core, 1.6G Hz Aeon 5110, L1=32B, L2=4MB; the second system, dubbed GTE480, comprises a GTE480 GPU on a 4-core 2.8G Hz Intel i7, L1=64B, L2=256B, L3=8MB.

#### 4.1 LU Decomposition

The kernel of the SAC implementation of \textit{LU Decomposition} is shown in Figure 3. We observe that both \texttt{with}-loops in this algorithm can be performed in place. The only non-

\begin{verbatim}
Algorithm 2: GetDataSpace \((I, Iv, CP, SCiv)\)

\textbf{Input}:
\begin{itemize}
  \item A loop iteration vector \(-I\)
  \item An access index vector \(-Iv\)
  \item A control path set \(-CP\)
  \item Symbolic constant vector \(-SCiv\)
\end{itemize}

\textbf{Output}:
\begin{itemize}
  \item \( Affine \leftarrow False; \)
  \item \( DS \leftarrow NULL; \)
  \item \( F \leftarrow access\_Analysis(Iv, I, SCiv); \)
  \item if \( F \neq NULL \) then
    \begin{verbatim}
    foreach CP \in CP do
      ID \leftarrow Domain\_Analysis(I, CP, SCiv);
      if ID \neq NULL then
        DS \leftarrow DS \cup F \bullet ID;
      else
        Affine \leftarrow False;
        DS \leftarrow NULL;
      Break;
    \end{verbatim}
  \end{itemize}

\end{verbatim}

After computing all relevant data spaces, the algorithm infers the set of valid reuse candidates. An array \( A \) is considered only if part of it is copied by \( W_l \) (i.e., there is an entry \((A \rightarrow CDS)\) in table \( CDS \)). This ensures the effectiveness of copy elimination if \( A \) is selected to be reused. Array \( A \) may potentially be a reuse candidate if its read data space is a subset of its copy data space. In other words, if \( A \) is reused for in-place update, every read from \( A \) will return the same result, irrespective of its relative execution order with a write to the same array location. Therefore, iterations can be executed in arbitrary order while preserving determinism.

In our implementation, we build on functions from the POLYLIB library to perform the various operations over polyhedra, such as computing the union of data spaces (e.g., \( \cup \)), determining the inclusion relationship (e.g., \( \subseteq \)) and finding the image of a polytope under affine transformation (i.e., \( \bullet \)).

### 4. PERFORMANCE IMPACT

We evaluated the effectiveness of our polyhedral-model-based, update-in-place optimization using two benchmarks: \textit{LU Decomposition} and Needleman-Wunsch \cite{14}, generating sequential and CUDA codes, referred to here as SAC-SEQ and SAC-CUDA. Our experiments were conducted on two Linux64 2.635 platforms: The first system, dubbed C1060, comprises an earlier generation of GPU on a 2-core, 1.6G Hz Aeon 5110, L1=32B, L2=4MB; the second system, dubbed GTE480, comprises a GTE480 GPU on a 4-core 2.8G Hz Intel i7, L1=64B, L2=256B, L3=8MB.

#### 4.1 LU Decomposition

The kernel of the SAC implementation of \textit{LU Decomposition} is shown in Figure 3. We observe that both \texttt{with}-loops in this algorithm can be performed in place. The only non-in-place read in the first \texttt{with}-loop is the selection \( A[k, k] \) in line 4, which refers to an index outside the specified range. Since we are dealing with a \texttt{modarray}-\texttt{with}-loop, all missing elements are inserted as index ranges over copy assignments from \( A \). Consequently, our analysis identifies \( A \) as a reuse candidate for the \texttt{with}-loop in lines 2-5. Similarly, the two non-in-place reads in line 8 are identified as reads into copy assignment ranges leading to a further reuse of the memory of \( A \) for the \texttt{with}-loop in lines 6-9. Note here, that our previous technique described in \cite{10} would not consider any reuse possible here due to the occurrence of non-in-place reads in both cases.

Figures 4 and 5 show the runtime dissections of SAC-SEQ and SAC-CUDA, without in-place update, on several different problem sizes. The total execution time is divided into three components: compute time of the actual decomposition (i.e. column and sub-matrix computations), data copy-
ing time, and other overheads (mainly as a result of the memory management overhead). As can be observed from the dissections of SAC-SEQ runtime, the average percentages of the three components are very consistent across all problem sizes on both platforms at 10% for overheads, 29% for computation and 61% for data copying. The only exception is for 1024 × 1024 matrix on C1060 where the overheads are almost negligible. This is because allocating or freeing memory of size 1024 × 1024 × 8 = 8MB (assuming double data type) is considerably faster than the other sizes on C1060. By contrast, the SAC-cuda runtime dissections show that the execution components with the highest percentages are computation (54% on average) and overheads (52% on average) on C1060 and GTX480 respectively. The two main factors that cause the reduced significance of data copying are: (i) Data copying between arrays in the GPU memory is significantly faster than it is in the CPU memory due to the much higher GPU memory bandwidth. This substantially reduces the absolute data copying time and (ii) GPU memory deallocation operation on GTX480 is considerably more expensive than its counterpart on either the host or C1060.

Figure 5 shows the effect on wall-clock runtime when using our polyhedral update-in-place code. On average, the performance of SAC-SEQ is improved by 6.9× and 9.2× on C1060 and GTX480 respectively. These speedups, at first glance, appear to be in contradiction to the dissection graphs shown in Figure 4. These graphs show that computation takes approximately 29% of total execution time on both platforms. Therefore, an average improvement of only 3.3× is expected if both the overheads and data copying are eliminated by the optimization. Analysis revealed that polyhedral in-place computations improved cache behavior, leading to unexpected performance gains.

By contrast, the performance improvements of SAC-CUDA are more consistent with the corresponding runtime dissection graphs. The average speedups are 2.2× and 6× on C1060 and GTX480 respectively. The absence of cache hierarchy in C1060 means a write will always access the global memory directly regardless of whether the same element has been read before or not. Therefore, in-place update does provide the benefits as those described in the sequential case. In the GTX480, a 768B L2 cache was introduced to provide fast data access for all processing cores (there is also an L1 cache but it is read-only). However, since the cache is often shared among tens of thousands of concurrently executing threads, the cache line loaded due to the access of an element is less likely to be present when the corresponding write is issued. Therefore, write misses may still occur with high frequency, a situation similar to writing to a different array.

We show the absolute performance and memory requirements of the LUD benchmark in Table 1 as obtained from the Zen platform (OS: Linux 2.6.35, CPU: Intel X5650 at 2.67GHz, GPU: nVidia C2070, Memory: 24GB, L1:32KB, L2: 256KB and L3:12MB). The +PRA columns indicate the performance when the re-use optimisation is enabled.

We can see an almost 7-fold increase in sequential performance reflected in an increase from 190 MFLOPS to 1.3 GFLOPS. On the GPU, we see an even higher improvement from roughly 1 GFLOP to 11 GFLOPS. The memory use decreases by the amount needed for exactly one array of the
problem size. Since the entire application mainly requires one array of that size only, we see an almost 50% reduction in space demand. However, for all problem sizes the entire memory demand fits into the L2 cache.

4.2 Needleman-Wunsch

The Needleman-Wunsch algorithm is a non-linear, global optimisation method for DNA sequence alignments. The wavefront nature of the computation is such that the value of each data element depends on the values of its north-, west- and north-west neighbouring elements.

/* Compute upper left triangular matrix */
for ( i = 1; i < N; i++) {
    A = with {
        ( [1,1] <= [r,c] < [i+1,i+1])
    :
        ( r == (i - c + 1) ?
            maximum( A[r-1,c-1] + ref[r,c],
                    A[r,c-1] - penalty,
                    A[r-1,c] - penalty)
        :
            A[r,c] );
    } : modarray( A);
}

/* Compute lower right triangular matrix */
for ( i = 1; i < N; i++) {
    A = with {
        ( [i+1,i+1] <= [r,c] < [N,N])
    :
        ( r == (N - c + i) ?
            maximum( A[r-1,c-1] + ref[r,c],
                    A[r,c-1] - penalty,
                    A[r-1,c] - penalty)
        :
            A[r,c] );
    } : modarray( A);
}

Figure 7: SaC implementation of Needleman-Wunsch.

The performance-relevant kernel of the SAC implementation of the algorithm is shown in Figure 7. The general structure is that we twice have a for-loop, within which a recomputation of a diagonal is specified by means of a modarray-within-loop. However, since within-loops can only express rectangular data/iteration space, a conditional statement is required to ensure that only elements on the diagonal are computed. The predicates in both within-loops are affine, as they depend only on with-loop indices and symbolic constants. Consequently, during each for-loop iteration, only the diagonal elements are updated with new values, while the rest of the matrix is copied over to the output array.

A closer examination of the accesses reveals that the computation of each diagonal only depends on data in two other diagonals which are copied from the previous version to the new output matrix. As in the LU example, our in-place analysis successfully identifies A as being a reuse candidate and eliminates all overhead that would result otherwise.

Figures 8 and 9 show the runtime dissections of SAC-SEQ and SAC-CUDA in the absence of in-place update. Similar to the LU example, three different components have been measured: compute time, data copying time, and other overheads. The dissection graphs show that the application devotes most of its execution time to data copying (between 46% and 66%) for sequential and parallel execution.

Figure 10 shows the effect of doing in-place updates. The performance of SAC-SEQ is improved by about 3× and 2.6× on the C1060 and GTX480, respectively. The SAC-CUDA benefits are greater, with average speedups of 9.7× and 10.3× observed on the two platforms. The disproportionate gains in the GPU setting here are a consequence of conditionals within the parallel code. By identifying the reuse, one of the branches of the conditionals becomes empty, which triggers different, more efficient GPU code generation.

Table 2 shows the absolute performance of the NW benchmark with and without the PRA-optimisation on the Zen platform as well as the application’s memory demand.

While we again see the relative improvements reflected in the performance, the overall performance for the benchmark lies in the MFLOPS range rather than reaching into the GFLOPS. This is a consequence of the limitation of the index ranges in within-loops to rectangular spaces. If we would support arbitrary polyhedra further improvements would be achieved here. Nevertheless, the improvements due to PRA are clearly reflected in the 3-4 fold improvements on the sequential case and in the 6-11 fold improvements on the GPU. On the memory side we can again observe that we improve by exactly one array of the full size. However, since 2 big arrays are inevitable (a and ref) we only see a 30% improvement for all sizes.

5. RELATED WORK

Our work directly extends prior work on reference counting for solving the update-in-place problem. Work in SISAL [5,8,9] focuses mainly on aliasing analysis and techniques,
to linearise data-flow graphs so as to maximise reuse potential. Later work, in SAC \cite{10}, incorporates parallel update operations that support local read operations. The work presented in this paper extends update-in-place further, by allowing non-local read operations whenever we can prove that those refer to non-modified regions.

Most of the work in the context of polyhedral techniques assumes a far more general setting than the restricted update-in-place problem considered in this paper. Those works generally start by assuming that loop nests may contain arbitrary read and write operations, and that they may have memory-introduced, as well as non-memory-introduced dependencies. In contrast, we start from a single-assignment setting that is guaranteed to be completely dependence-free. This simplifies our analysis considerably, as is often the case when using single-assignment methods.

Much of the polyhedral work is concerned with specific aspects, such as tilings to improve cache locality \cite{4}, restructuring data to enable vectorisation of stencil codes \cite{11}, or data organisation for creating efficient GPU codes \cite{12,13}. In that context, update-in-place plays little or no role.

Other polyhedral work focuses on the reduction of the memory used, for instance, due to limited memory resources on a given architecture or even to reduce required memory bandwidth. Rather early work, in the context of the programming language ALPHA by Wilde et al. \cite{20} and later by Quillere et al. \cite{15}, applies the polyhedral model to minimise the memory use given a fixed schedule. Starting from a fixed set of variables, they minimise the index spaces used by mapping several subsequent assignments to different locations into multiple assignments of fewer locations, effectively reducing the index spaces required for the variables involved. Similarly, the work by Lefebvre et al. \cite{13} and that of de Greef et al. \cite{7} aims at reducing memory requirements within a specified schedule.

Later work on reducing memory-introduced dependencies, by Strout et al. \cite{17}, as well as by Cohen \cite{6}, attempts to expand loop nests, then to compress memory demand again, without reintroducing dependencies. While this work is very close to ours in spirit, the setting is vastly different. In our setting, full expansion is a given, as we are always dealing with data-parallel operations. Our main goal is not an attempt to reduce storage requirements, but to avoid superfluous copying which has been introduced by the inherently data-parallel construction of the program.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we demonstrate how polyhedral methods can be used to improve in-place updates for data-parallel array updates in functional languages. In doing so we vastly deviate from the classical use of the polyhedral approach. Firstly, our starting point is very different. We do not assume arbitrary nestings of loops with potential dependencies. Instead, we have dependency-free single assignment loops as a starting point. Secondly, we do not intend to use the polyhedral framework to transform loop nestings for improved parallelism, locality or minimised representations of intermediate data structures. Instead, we limit the use of the polyhedral approach to representing the access pattern within our code and to conveniently implementing our update-in-place analysis by means of readily available libraries on top of this representation.

For two example codes, we demonstrate the potential benefits of this technique. We look at two different target platforms: sequential shared-memory execution and execution on GPUs. In both cases we see speedups of a factor between 2 and 12. While the speed up factor of two is roughly the expected baseline that stems from the eradication of memory management overhead as well as from the eradication of copy operations, the further improvements can be attributed to architecture specific effects, such as improved
cache behaviour or the improvement of lock-step execution.

The resulting codes match their imperative counterparts, showing how we are closing the performance gap between side-effect-free, data-parallel languages, and imperative, low-level languages.

While this may appear to be a rather specific issue in the context of compiling data-parallel functional programs, we expect further practical applicability in the context of code generation for domain specific languages (DSLs). Whenever basic building blocks of array manipulations are encapsulated in individual functions, which are expected to be combined at later stages to achieve more complex operations, the identification of potential reuses for entire arrays is crucial for achieving good runtime performance. As this paper shows, polyhedral analyses prove to be an excellent vehicle to determine the potential for such in-place updates.
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